Abstract-Construction of distribution is an interesting work for statistician and mathematician. The most powerful distribution for discrete case is Poisson with a specified parameter, usually a constant. In this case, we study the Poisson distribution for which its parameter is also a discrete random variable. We found that the Poisson distribution with discrete parameter has different characteristic, e.g. distribution function, mean, variance and others statistics. Its distribution function different with the other known distribution and show complex form.
I. INTRODUCTION
An event is Poisson random variable ( ) with a constant parameter tells the number of outcomes in an interval or event in term of with probability function with . Poisson distribution is limiting distribution of binomial when its parameter tends to small and is too large.
When we randomize the parameter by some probability on , we find the new distribution function Mixed Poisson on the set of nonnegative integers . It distribution function defined by [1] where is distribution function of parameter .
In term of probability function, if and , the unconditional probability function for which
The probability function of is referred as mixing density if is continuous [2] or finite mixture if is discrete [3] . Generally, all distribution function of Poisson random variable for which is also random variable called Mixed Poisson distribution.
There are some research about Mixed Poisson processes. Most of the research used Gamma distribution as mixing distribution of Poisson. [1] , [4] , [5] . Actually, it gives the fact that unconditional distribution of Poisson if its mixing distribution distribution, is negative binomial. It accommodate the weak side of Poisson with random parameter, having over-dispersion properties. In other research, [6] shows the other mixing distribution such as Invers Gaussian, log normal. Most of mixing distribution used are continuous random variables. [7] used some discrete mixture like zero modified distribution. In this research, we study how if the mixing distribution is discrete random variables. Mixed Poisson has a higher probability to the event and has a longer tail than simple Poisson distribution.
We can construct mixed Poisson distribution by direct calculation, recursive formula, Laplace transformation technique or using a special function.
III. POISSON DISTRIBUTION WITH DISCRETE PARAMETER
We use binomial, Poisson and geometric distribution as mixing distribution of Poisson. Binomial distribution separate the events into two parts, "yes" and "no", or "right" and "wrong", and so on.
Random variable
is Binomial distributed with parameter "success"
and "fails" , if it probability function for and elsewhere. When we assume that and so we have Mixed Poisson-Geometric will be overdispersion by mean
And variance
Bigger the parameter of less the mean and variance of it.
Mixed-Poisson with discrete mixture can accommodate the over dispersion case. Over dispersion rise when much events are counted as zero. We also conclude that Poisson distribution with discrete parameter or known as discrete mixed Poisson having the properties which are different with traditional Poisson. It depends on its mixture distributions. For the future research we can study the properties of mixture of mixed discrete and continuous distribution. Is it possible to accommodate the underestimate case or not.
